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I. Introduction

The chapters in this volume survey the legal landscape of climate change in the United States as of 2013. They describe the international context in which U.S. climate policy is developing, and chronicle the array of legal and regulatory tools that the federal, state and local governments are using to mitigate greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and promote adaptation (or what is coming, in policy circles, to be called climate “preparedness” or “resilience”). A number of chapters explain how climate change is testing the limits of existing statutes—from pollution laws to corporate and securities laws. Other chapters explore the increasing integration of climate change and energy law. The latter part of the book introduces legal frontiers that only now are coming into view because of technologies that may require wholly new regulatory regimes, including carbon capture and sequestration, and geoengineering.

It is possible to mistake U.S. climate policy development since 2008 as a period of failure: failure to reach a binding international agreement to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions, and failure to craft domestic legislation to price carbon. International political action to address climate change appears to have stalled during this period. The U.N. process has not produced a new binding legal agreement to replace the Kyoto Protocol, as many had hoped it would. On the domestic front, the 111th Congress failed to produce comprehensive climate and energy legislation. As detailed by John Dernbach and Robert Altenburg in Chapter 3, in June 2009, the U.S. House of Representatives passed a bill to reduce America’s GHG emissions
seventeen percent below 2005 levels by 2020.¹ The bill that had passed the House foundered in the Senate, however.

Although Democrats controlled both Chambers from 2008-2010, successfully passing the climate and energy bill would have required a filibuster-proof sixty votes in the Senate. The votes were not there. Momentum on climate legislation was stalled by the deep recession and by concerns about the costs of imposing GHG controls, including the potential for higher energy prices. Support for the legislation split along regional lines, with Democrats from coal and manufacturing states opposed to requirements that they claimed would disadvantage U.S. industry.² Some in Congress objected to the “trade” in cap and trade for fear it could give rise to market abuses through speculation and derivatives trading.³ Others took the stance that the United States should not price carbon unless and until other large economies took the same step.⁴ Meanwhile, throughout this period, the Administration’s focus remained primarily on passing the health care bill, the Affordable Care Act. The White House never sent blueprint climate legislation, or even a list of principles, to the Hill, leaving Congress to draft with limited guidance. Some industry trade associations lobbied hard against the legislation, arguing that it amounted to an energy tax and would kill jobs. And Republicans remained united in opposition—as much to the President’s agenda as to this specific legislation. Getting climate and energy legislation over the finish line proved, in the end, too much.⁵

Yet as the chapters in this volume make clear, we are, in fact, witnessing a great deal of legal and regulatory activity in the U.S., and significant government-led and private sector-led investment and innovation in low-carbon technologies. Although this more dispersed regime of climate initiatives may not be as effective at reducing greenhouse gas emissions as a comprehensive, economy-wide approach would be, these efforts may lay the necessary
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foundation for taking later and larger steps. Smaller-scale policy experiments by state and local
governments (e.g., state and regional cap-and-trade regimes, or renewable energy programs) will
not only yield important information to guide broader future policy efforts, but they may also
help to build political support for such policies in the jurisdictions where they are tried. It is
worth noting too that climate change is only one of the drivers of these policy experiments—
some jurisdictions pursue “clean energy” policies as much for their economic benefits as for their
climate effects.

In any event, it would be a mistake to conclude that the U.S. is failing to address climate
change simply because a major cap-and-trade bill went down to defeat in the 111th Congress. The Obama Administration responded to that defeat by turning to other tactics, primarily by
using its existing executive authorities. Federal agencies began issuing regulations under
existing statutes to reduce greenhouse gases in the transportation and the electric power sectors,
and to promote energy efficiency in the consumer appliance and building sectors. EPA created a
greenhouse gas reporting program for major sources, which is a necessary foundation for any
future efforts to cap this pollution. The Administration has also sought to expedite siting and
permitting of renewable energy, such as wind and solar, on federal lands, and has promoted
incentives to stimulate renewable energy deployment. Although these executive actions cannot
match what might be accomplished if there were a federal price or cap on greenhouse gases, they
have yielded some significant results. And President Obama’s renewed call for action to address
climate change in June 2013 suggests that more progress is yet to come during his second term.

Still, it is clear that the scale of the climate challenge will require congressional action.
Existing federal laws, such as the Clean Air Act (CAA), were largely designed without climate
change specifically in mind, and must be adapted to regulate greenhouse gases. While necessary
and at times effective, such adaptation can lead agencies to adopt new legal interpretations that risk judicial invalidation, or to craft policies that may be less cost-effective or flexible than would be possible under a new, more targeted law. For example, it may not be possible under the CAA to authorize emissions trading among stationary sources on a broad scale, which would be a more sensible approach than asking all emitters to meet the same standard regardless of what it would cost them to do so. Such limitations are not the fault of the implementing agency, which must work with the statute it has. Another challenge is to ensure that domestic emissions reduction programs work compatibly with international climate agreements, for instance by harmonizing standards for measuring reductions, and enabling U.S. sources to offset some portion of their emission by investing in pollution reduction programs in other countries. Yet existing statutes may not authorize approaches that would integrate easily into an international regime. In the end, an optimally flexible, cost-effective, durable program for reducing U.S. GHG emissions over the long term requires new legislation designed specifically to address climate change, which must come from Congress. This concluding chapter identifies the dominant policy instruments that Congress might choose to adopt, should it decide to take that step.

II. Tracking Political Progress on Climate Change

December 2013 marks the fourth anniversary of the 15th session of the Conference of the Parties (COP-15) to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.\textsuperscript{8} For most, this milestone will pass unnoticed; for a few, it is a reminder of how much momentum had been lost since 2009.
As Kyle Danish explains in Chapter 2, expectations had run high for a comprehensive climate agreement at COP-15 in Copenhagen, given movement on the issue in the U.S. and abroad. With President Barack Obama’s election in 2008, the U.S. chose a leader who had spoken prominently about climate change on the campaign trail, and pledged to engage with the international community to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Indeed, President Obama received the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize in part because of his stated commitment to climate change work. Meanwhile, the U.S. Congress was advancing legislation to address GHG emissions. The House had passed the Waxman Markey bill, and the Senate was drafting its own bill. In this context, in November 2009, in advance of the Copenhagen meeting, President Obama announced a U.S. GHG reductions commitment that matched the House-passed bill, and China pledged to cut its carbon intensity forty to forty-five percent from 2005 levels by 2020.

In the wake of these announcements, many observers believed that negotiators at COP-15 might at last overcome the impasse in international climate negotiations, and replace the Kyoto Protocol with a new binding agreement. And yet, the conference failed to meet these heightened expectations. What’s more, many of the factors that contributed to Copenhagen’s lackluster results – a deep recession in the United States and around the world; so-called Climategate and other attacks on climate science; and the ongoing battle between historic GHG emitters and rapidly developing countries over which countries should act first and bear more of the cost of mitigation – continue to pose enormous obstacles to action at home and abroad.

American political events in 2010 further chilled domestic efforts to address climate change. The 2010 mid-term elections saw the House of Representatives flip to Republican control, and the anti-government Tea Party grow in strength. Central to the Republican/Tea Party agenda was the de-funding and dismantling of climate programs, now characterized as...
“job-killing.”\textsuperscript{16} In fact, in 2012, the Republican Party amended its national platform to state its opposition to “any and all cap and trade legislation” to curtail GHG emissions, and to demand that Congress “take quick action to prohibit the EPA from moving forward with new GHG regulations.”\textsuperscript{17} (This represented a notable shift from the Party’s position only a few years earlier, when Senator John McCain campaigned for president in 2008 on a platform that included a promise to address climate change.) When the 112th Congress recessed on January 3, 2013, it went down in history as the least productive Congress since 1949, when political scientists began measuring legislative productivity.\textsuperscript{18} As of November 2012, the House of Representatives had voted to prohibit Administration action on climate change and other environmental issues 317 times.\textsuperscript{19}

At the same time, as described by Jonathan Martel and co-authors in Chapter 4, the Obama Administration took a number of important steps during this period to reduce GHG emissions: issuing a GHG emissions endangerment finding under the Clean Air Act,\textsuperscript{20} crafting historic vehicle fuel efficiency standards,\textsuperscript{21} requiring measures to reduce air emissions at oil and gas wells,\textsuperscript{22} and strengthening appliance efficiency standards.\textsuperscript{23} However, the Administration reacted to the political shift suggested by the 2010 mid-term elections by muting its call to address climate change. President Obama’s 2010 State of the Union had included support for “a comprehensive energy and climate bill;” in fact, the President was “eager to help advance the bipartisan effort in the Senate.”\textsuperscript{24} One year later, the President failed to mention climate change at all.\textsuperscript{25} Moreover, in 2011 and 2012, federal agencies were forced to play defense on environmental and energy programs in congressional budget and policy debates. In the face of resistance from Republicans in Congress and business groups, the Administration was hesitant to open up more fronts for attack, and delayed rules to limit GHG and other air pollution.\textsuperscript{26} The
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs in the White House, which must approve agency rules before they are finalized, delayed a number of climate related efficiency and air pollution regulations, in one prominent example rejecting EPA’s proposed new standards for ozone, on grounds they would be too costly.27 Reluctance to speak about, let alone tackle, climate change continued into the 2012 presidential election, which turned out to be the first time since 1984 that climate change was not mentioned in the U.S. presidential or vice presidential debates.28

And yet, important countervailing trends suggest that climate change may return to the forefront of federal policy. Expert reports have strengthened the scientific consensus on climate change and its risks, and underscored the urgency of acting now to forestall severe consequences. As discussed in Chapter 1, in January 2013, the United States National Climate Assessment and Development Advisory Committee published its new draft Climate Assessment report, stating that, “evidence for a changing climate has strengthened considerably since the last National Climate Assessment report, written in 2009” 29 and projecting that “choices made about emissions in the next few decades will have far-reaching consequences for climate change impacts in the middle to latter part of this century.”30 In mid-2013, the most recent Report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change—the most authoritative international assessment of the risks of climate change, which is updated roughly every five years—warned that sea levels could rise more than three feet by the end of the century if emissions continue on current trends, and reporting with at least ninety-five percent confidence that human activities are the dominant cause of observed warming since the mid-20th century.31

Even before these reports appeared, public concern about climate change had rebounded four percentage points between 2011 and 2012 (from fifty-one percent to fifty-five percent).32 The American public may be reacting to a spate of physical disasters; catastrophes that seem to
bring home the potential for devastation if climate change remains unaddressed. The year 2012 was the warmest on record for the continental United States. Moreover, in 2012, the United States endured the most severe and extensive drought in twenty-five years. By August 2012, 24.1% of the contiguous United States had fallen into the federal government’s worst drought categories (D3-D4, extreme to exceptional), the highest percentage on record with the U.S. Drought Monitor. August 2013 data indicated that the drought persisted throughout much of the West.

One dramatic weather event made climate change a presidential campaign issue after all. In October 2012, a late season cyclone grew up out of the Caribbean and slammed headlong into the path of a nor’easter, pounding the Atlantic Coast of the United States. Hurricane Sandy claimed more than 100 lives, and caused more than forty-two billion dollars in property damage in New York State alone. The devastation, while not directly attributable to climate change, starkly illustrated the vulnerability of coastal communities to extreme flooding. Just five days before the 2012 election, New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg endorsed President Obama primarily because he wanted to “vote for a President to lead on climate change.” Perhaps because public opinion had begun to shift, or perhaps because the President was unleashed from the demands of campaigning and was looking towards his legacy, he spoke after winning re-election about responding to the threat of climate change. In his second inaugural address, the President promised executive action even if Congress remained inert, stating that “[w]e will respond to the threat of climate change, knowing that the failure to do so would betray our children and future generations.” The President’s party picked up two seats in the Senate, and nine in the House. Many of these candidates had supported action on climate change
during their campaigns, and in February 2013, a group of Senators once again introduced comprehensive climate change legislation.

Five months into his second Term, President Obama unveiled his own program to address climate change, primarily through regulatory action. The president’s Climate Action Plan proposes a series of steps to address domestic carbon pollution, assist local communities and key economic sectors as they prepare for climate impacts, and further international efforts to address global climate change. EPA rulemaking lies at the heart of the President’s plan. He directed the agency “to put an end to the limitless dumping of carbon pollution…and complete new pollution standards for both new and existing power plants.” The President instructed EPA to release a new proposal for future power plants no later than September 20, 2013 and to issue a final rule “in a timely fashion.” He further charged EPA with proposing carbon pollution standards for existing power plants no later than June 1, 2014, with a June 1, 2015 deadline for issuing final standards. EPA sent a draft GHG emissions rule for new plants to the White House six days later. And while EPA has yet to propose how it would reduce GHGs from existing power plants—a more controversial proposition—organizations have begun making proposals about how it might do so cost-effectively.

Predictably, proponents lauded the president’s plan as an ambitious move to slash emissions and improve air quality, while critics attacked it as increasing energy costs and killing American jobs. The impending EPA rules will almost certainly face legal challenges from parties on both sides—those who say the federal government is not taking sufficient action to address climate change, as well as those alleging government overreach. With Congress on the sidelines, the fate of the president’s climate agenda may wind up in the hands of the Supreme Court.
Meanwhile, as described by Eleanor Stein in Chapter 9, David Hodas in Chapter 10, Lesley McAllister in Chapter 11 and John Nolan in Chapter 15, many state and local governments have continued to make progress in mitigating GHG pollution, deploying clean energy and adopting land use and transportation initiatives to both limit GHGs and enhance resilience to climate change impacts. Even in the absence of comprehensive federal climate legislation, these efforts could result in substantial GHG emission reductions. Moreover, this work could foster “climate constituents” at the state level who demand federal action, or prompt industry to ask Congress and the Administration for national standards to preempt state and local requirements. As the chapters on state and local initiatives explain, as of mid-2013, thirty-one states and Washington, D.C. have renewable or alternative energy standards, and another seven states have renewable energy goals. Sixteen states and Washington, D.C. offer rebates for renewable energy installation. Nineteen Northeastern states participate in a regional carbon trading program for utilities, and in 2013, California launched a GHG trading program pursuant to the state’s Global Warming Solutions Act, or Assembly Bill 32 (AB32). Numerous local jurisdictions have used their land use authority to adopt density and public transportation initiatives to reduce long commutes, thereby reducing emissions as well.

Likewise, some in industry are assuming a leadership role on climate issues. The reinsurance industry, for instance, has spoken very publicly about its conclusion that climate change is behind the rise in extreme weather events. Many corporations are also making voluntary GHG reduction commitments in the absence of federal requirements. Walmart, the largest company in the world, had pledged in 2005 to reduce GHG emissions twenty percent from 2005 levels by 2012. The company reached its goal a year early, cutting emissions 20.02% from 2005. Moreover, Walmart has committed to eliminating twenty million metric
tons of GHG emissions from its global supply chain by 2015. In addition, the United Nations project called Caring for Climate, which requires participating companies to make GHG reduction commitments and report annually on their progress, has signed many major U.S. companies including Cisco Systems, DuPont, Dow Chemical Company, PepsiCo, Coca-Cola Company, Manpower Group, and Newmont Mining. While these initiatives are not regulatory in that they are not enforceable by government, they may be prompted in part by mandatory corporate disclosure laws, by emissions reporting regulations, and by a sense in industry that binding carbon constraints, however delayed, will inevitably come. They are a potentially significant part of the emerging climate regime in the U.S.

Despite slowed progress in 2011 and 2012, the Executive Branch is continuing to build on steps it took to address climate change in the president’s first term. In addition to EPA regulations under the CAA, the Administration has implemented standards and procedures that incorporate climate change into everyday government operations. As noted by John C. Dernbach and Robert Altenburg in Chapter 3, in October 2009, President Obama signed Executive Order 13514, setting government fleet efficiency, energy, water, and waste reduction, and other sustainability goals for federal agencies. As discussed by Paul Weiland, Robert Horton, and Erik Beck in Chapter 5, in 2010, the White House Council on Environmental Quality issued draft guidance that, if and when finalized, will direct all federal agencies to consider climate change impacts in NEPA planning documents. Branches of the Armed Services have committed to aggressive GHG reduction and clean energy deployment goals.

There is more, too, that EPA could do, beyond implementing the power plant regulations at the heart of the president’s renewed climate plan. The agency may, in addition, promulgate NSPS for GHG pollution from other new sources. In addition, along with direct GHG
regulation, EPA has promulgated rules to address conventional air pollutants, which have GHG reduction co-benefits. In President Obama’s second term, EPA may continue that trend by finalizing rules to require cooling towers at power plants, or to enhance coal combustion waste disposal, which could hasten the retirement of older, less-efficient coal-fired plants.

In addition, as described by Jim Rossi and Thomas Hutton in Chapter 13 and David B. Spence and Emily Hammond in Chapter 14, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), though technically an independent agency, has pursued policies aligned with the president’s climate agenda. Using its authority under the Federal Power Act to regulate wholesale electricity rates and interstate transmission, under Chairman Jon Wellinghoff, FERC has issued a series of orders to incentivize renewable energy development and integration into the grid. The Commission has sought to promote greenhouse gas reductions by authorizing state and regional bodies engaged in transmission planning to consider “public policy requirements,” such as state renewable portfolio standards and energy efficiency requirements established by state or federal law, which may facilitate building more transmission to connect renewable power to the grid. The Commission also has required changes to standard interconnection agreements to facilitate grid integration of renewable energy resources. FERC has notably declined to use its enforcement authority against states setting favorable “avoided cost” rates for renewable energy; and it has adopted pricing policies to incentivize the integration of demand response resources at prices equivalent to those paid for generation. Despite a change in leadership at the Commission, implementation and expansion of these initiatives is expected to continue throughout President Obama’s second term.

Finally, on the international front, there is additional potential for executive action. EPA might work with the Department of State to reduce short-lived but potent GHGs under the
Montreal Protocol and Section VI of the CAA. Former Secretary of State Hilary Clinton began these efforts, and current Secretary John Kerry, who included a detailed section on taking measures to reduce these GHGs in the proposed Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act, will continue that work. Efforts may already be paying off – in September 2013, leaders attending the G-20 summit in St. Petersburg, Russia, announced an agreement to phase down the use of hydrofluorocarbons (“HFCs”), refrigerants that are also highly potent greenhouse gases. It is unclear whether Congress will support, or at least refrain from prohibiting, executive action on short-lived GHGs, but more bipartisan support exists for addressing these pollutants than carbon dioxide.

The president is also likely to continue to pursue bilateral climate agreements with other countries, either as a supplement or alternative to the ongoing U.N.-convened negotiations to replace the Kyoto Protocol, as described by David Hunter in Chapter 22. In 2009, the U.S. signed a number of agreements with China to cooperate on clean energy technology and innovation, including initiatives to establish a joint Clean Energy Research Centre, an electric vehicles initiative, a joint energy efficiency action plan and a renewable energy partnership. A year before, the two nations had entered into a broad, Ten Year Framework for Cooperation on Energy and the Environment, which included terms for bilateral “EcoPartnerships.” To date, China and the U.S. have brokered eighteen agreements under this partnership.

The U.S.-China relationship has continued to evolve toward closer cooperation on climate issues. In April 2013, the two countries established the U.S.-China Working Group to develop and implement bilateral cooperation on climate change. In June 2013 Presidents Obama and Xi agreed at a U.S.-China summit to phase down consumption and production of HFCs. And in June 2013, at the fifth round of the U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue, the two
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nations agreed to combat climate change by cooperating on a variety of initiatives: reducing emissions for heavy-duty trucks and other vehicles by raising fuel efficiency standards and introducing cleaner fuels; promoting “smart” grid technology; developing carbon capture technologies; increasing energy efficiency in buildings and industry; and improving reporting of GHG emissions. As China and the U.S. account for more than forty percent of global GHG emissions, their ability to broker effective agreements could lead to significant reductions and forge a path for the rest of the world to follow.83

China and the U.S. are cooperating in other ways, too; for instance, in joint research and development of monitoring, warning and risk assessment technology for severe weather and climate events, in order to improve resilience and effective response. Finally, the governments have agreed to promote cooperation in the development of unconventional energy resources such as shale gas, including through a series of technical workshops in China.84 Shale gas could drive down use of coal to generate electricity and if produced and transported to minimize methane leakage, could reduce carbon dioxide emissions from the power sector.

The U.S. has also pursued a bilateral relationship on climate issues with India. In June 2013, the two countries announced that they would establish a new Working Group on Climate Change. This builds on a 2009 U.S.-India Memorandum of Understanding on clean energy, energy efficiency, energy security and climate change, under which the two nations agreed to cooperate on research and deployment of clean energy technologies, renewable energy, and shale gas development, among other things.85

In addition to bilateral accords, governments may turn increasingly to sectoral agreements as an alternative or supplement to a more comprehensive international climate agreement. Proponents of such an approach argue that targeted measures aimed more narrowly
at reducing emissions from specific sectors (such as electric power, transportation, or energy intensive manufacturing) will be simpler to negotiate than broader agreements, more straightforward to implement, and could potentially address international competitiveness concerns by increasing participation by stakeholders and countries.86

III. What to Expect from Congress

As the effects of climate change become more evident, and as forces outside of Congress – states, significant portions of the business community, EPA – take action in response, Congress may feel renewed pressure to act. While the precise timing and nature of legislative action on climate change are not clear, developments in the 112th and 113th Congress, and energy trends on the ground, suggest a path forward. Consider that:

- At the end of the 112th Congress, thirty-three Republican Senators and eighty-five Republican House Members voted to let federal tax cuts expire for the top tax brackets. This “fiscal cliff” vote marked the first time in two decades that a significant number of Republicans voted for a tax increase.87 So long as political backlash is not too severe, and in exchange for federal spending cuts, offsetting tax cuts, or entitlement reforms, some Republicans might entertain future deficit reduction packages that included a price on carbon.

- The fiscal cliff vote also included a $1.2 billion tax credit extension for the wind industry. At a time when many federal programs are facing deep cuts, this extension demonstrated the growing clout renewable energy industries have with both parties. 88 Perhaps, then, it is not beyond the realm of possibility that an agreement could be forged to roll back some fossil fuel tax breaks to fund incentives for emerging renewable technologies.

- The 113th Congress began with a heated battle over emergency funds to compensate victims of Hurricane Sandy and prepare coastal states for future extreme storms. This may have marked the first serious congressional climate adaptation debate, and demonstrated to Republican leadership the backlash they face for ignoring this issue.89

- Meanwhile, there are “deal sweeteners” that, in combination with other factors, might bring additional members of Congress to the table. First, America’s shale gas boom is growing the number of “energy state” Senators. Those Senators want Congress and the Administration to approve pipelines and natural gas export terminals, encourage natural
gas fueling infrastructure, and grow domestic demand with clean air rules that benefit gas at the expense of coal.

- Second, as states and EPA move forward in regulating GHGs, industries previously reluctant to entertain climate legislation might prod some members of Congress to seek a comprehensive climate solution in exchange for preemption of state and the EPA authorities.

All of these forces could culminate in a “grand bargain” that might include measures to tackle climate change. If such a bargain were to be contemplated by the United States Congress, leadership might consider the following components:

- Carbon tax
- Clean energy incentives
- Renewable or Clean Energy Standard
- Modified cap and trade
- Renewable fuel standard reform, or a Low Carbon Fuel Standard
- Climate preparedness/resilience (adaptation)

These policy instruments raise a number of common issues: how to balance cost containment measures with program effectiveness; how to address the differential impacts that increased costs may pose (across regions of the country, or within specific industries and demographics); and whether to preempt or halt other existing climate change authorities in exchange for legislative action. In the Senate, progress will be complicated further by jurisdictional issues. Legislation that crosses committee boundaries faces much tougher hurdles to passage, and comprehensive climate legislation could fall within the jurisdiction of the Senate Agriculture, Appropriations, Commerce, Energy and Natural Resources, Environment and Public Works, Finance, and Foreign Relations Committees.

We spend the next part of this chapter describing proposal-specific debates, identifying the perceived pros and cons of each policy tool, and suggesting how Congress might react.

A. Carbon Tax\textsuperscript{90}
A carbon tax assesses a predetermined fee on each unit of GHG pollution, increasing the costs of more carbon-intensive fuels relative to low- and no-carbon alternatives. Proponents of a carbon tax support the concept’s simplicity compared to a carbon-trading program, which creates a new commodity and requires a fairly complex accounting system. They argue that a carbon tax is less disruptive of the market than a hard cap or command-and-control requirements, and provides cost certainty. That said, some congressional experts believe that comparing a simple tax to past cap-and-trade proposals is misleading; were a carbon tax seriously contemplated by the legislative body, attempts to allocate costs and benefits more evenly across society would result in legislation that would approximate the complexity of cap-and-trade legislation.

Many economists support the idea of a carbon tax to correct the market’s failure to account for health costs and other potential economic harm caused by GHG pollutants. Among these are a number of politically prominent economists who identify with the Republican Party, including former Reagan economic advisor Arthur Laffer, Gregory Mankiw, former Chair of President George W. Bush’s Council of Economic Advisors, and Kevin Hassett, economic advisor to Republican nominee Mitt Romney in the 2012 presidential campaign. Against the backdrop of concerns about the United States’ debt and deficit, voices across the political spectrum have suggested carbon tax proposals as a way to increase federal revenues. These revenues could be significant – the Congressional Budget Office has determined that by 2020, the revenues could offset more than half of the deficit, according to one plausible projection. However, during the 111th Congress (2009-10), because of significant opposition to any tax increase, cap-and-trade emerged as the preferred mechanism for GHG reductions. Carbon tax proposals were introduced in that Congress, but did not proceed.
With the failure of cap-and-trade legislation in 2010, and the emergence of strenuous opposition to the concept of trading, some policymakers began to revisit carbon taxes.\textsuperscript{99} A few conservative think tanks and energy companies began exploring the feasibility of a carbon tax, in meetings attended by congressional staff.\textsuperscript{100} Absent a real legislative proposal, it was difficult to gauge how serious these talks were. However, unlikely proponents of federal regulation or taxation\textsuperscript{101} publicly lent support to the concept, and the press gave the issue significant attention in 2012.\textsuperscript{102} Following the budget sequestration that went into effect in 2013, discussion outside of Congress shifted toward the idea of a revenue-neutral carbon tax that would encourage use of cleaner energy sources and rely on existing government agencies such as the Social Security Administration or the Internal Revenue Service for its implementation.\textsuperscript{103} Of course, a revenue-neutral carbon tax would not increase receipts to the federal government, making it less likely to play a role in any Congressional deficit reduction deal.

Obstacles to a carbon tax remain. Several members of the 112th Congress introduced resolutions to censure the concept, including a Republican Senator who voted to let tax cuts expire at the end of 2012.\textsuperscript{104} Even among the concept’s supporters, neither members of Congress nor the president want to take the lead,\textsuperscript{105} since the principal proponent of a carbon tax likely will face the brunt of opposition from several fronts: those who do not want to raise taxes, those who oppose any action on climate change, and those who worry that Congress would pass a carbon tax too small to drive the market to lower-carbon technologies, while preempting existing and more effective climate mitigation authorities in the process. In addition, although a carbon tax has the benefit of providing certainty as to price, it would create uncertainty as to the amount of pollution reduction to be achieved. (A cap and trade regime offers certainty on pollution reduction, at the risk of uncertain cost.)
If a critical mass of leaders were to support the general concept, it might make headway, but at least three components of carbon tax design are crucial—the tax rate, the entities or activities to be taxed, and the use of any revenues.\textsuperscript{106} The disposition of these three elements will either impede progress or provide the opportunity to reach common ground. First is the disagreement over price. On the one hand, a minimum price is required to achieve stated goals (i.e., reduce the deficit, fund renewable energy research and development, reduce GHG emissions). On the other hand, too high a price may stagnate the economy or threaten the competitiveness of trade-exposed industries. Seeking to thread this needle, many proposals have suggested a slow ramping up of the price in an attempt to meet both concerns.\textsuperscript{107}

Second, opinions differ as to where in the stream of commerce the tax should be applied, which may affect the complexity of the program and drive different market responses. For instance, a program applying a carbon tax to power plant emissions might be relatively easy to administer because there are fewer electric generating units than mines and wellheads; moreover, power plants already report carbon dioxide emissions to government pursuant to EPA’s mandatory reporting rule, and in fact have measured these emissions through continuous emissions monitoring systems for decades. However, focusing on the combustion stage would ignore the GHG emissions associated with the production or mining of a fuel source and therefore might fail to encourage measures to control those emissions.

Third, proponents debate how any tax revenues should be used. While the press has focused on carbon tax proposals as a method for deficit reduction, recent legislative proposals have suggested different uses for the funds. Some support investing the revenues in renewable energy and energy efficiency projects, to offer more low- and no-carbon energy alternatives in the marketplace and to keep costs down.\textsuperscript{108} Still others suggest using the funds to reduce the
impact of higher energy prices on consumers and industry, particularly in those regions of the country disproportionately reliant on high-carbon energy.\textsuperscript{109} Finally, some “revenue-neutral” advocates, including Exxon, want the carbon taxes to be offset by a corresponding cut in other taxes.\textsuperscript{110} A successful proposal may need to combine these suggestions.\textsuperscript{111}

B. Clean Energy Initiatives

As described in Chapter 13, the federal government has provided funding and other incentives to clean energy since the 1970s.\textsuperscript{112} However, funding increased dramatically in 2009, most notably through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), which injected a record (estimated) ninety billion dollars into the clean energy sector.\textsuperscript{113} These incentives included grants for renewable energy deployment, consumer tax credits for installing energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies in their homes, and funding for extensive energy retrofits of federal installations. The federal government could continue to fund or incentivize the research, development, and deployment of clean energy technologies, through tax preferences, outright grants, and loans to energy generators and consumers.

Like many carbon tax proponents, clean energy supporters argue that incentivizing deployment of clean energy can level the playing field for these technologies. Some economists argue that the market fails to build health-related and other costs into the price of more polluting energy sources, rendering these sources artificially cheap and able to undercut cleaner sources of energy.\textsuperscript{114} In their view, taxing dirtier fuels or incentivizing cleaner fuels are two approaches to the same goal – bringing prices of different energy sources more in line with one another, and ensuring they accurately reflect their true cost. However, critics argue that clean energy incentives further distort the market by artificially deflating the cost of otherwise uneconomic clean energy.\textsuperscript{115}
Those in favor of federal clean energy incentives sometimes invoke international competitiveness. They point to other industries where the U.S. has been a global market leader—including the aviation, computer, and battery industries—and argue that these sectors owe their success to significant initial government investment. Proponents of subsidies claim that while private investors can be difficult to attract in the early, high-risk stages of product development and deployment, early investment can carry high rewards. They also point to clean energy investments being made by other national governments that recognize the benefit of investing in this emerging market. In 2009 Senate testimony, venture capitalist John Doerr voiced his concern that “[w]e do not have adequate sustained R&D to be a serious competitor in this huge [global] business.” These arguments seem to resonate with the Obama Administration—the President himself has argued that “[o]ther countries…are going all in to invest in clean energy technologies and clean energy jobs. But I don’t want other countries to win the competition for these technologies and these jobs. I want American to win that competition.”

As the renewables sector grows in the United States, a constituency in support of clean energy incentives grows as well. Installed generation of non-hydro renewable energy sources nearly doubled between 2007 and 2012, growing 44,000 megawatts (MW) to nearly 86,000 MW. By 2010, the wind industry employed more workers in the United States (85,000) than the coal mining industry (80,000). The U.S. military believes that energy efficiency and renewable energy shorten supply lines and make American forces safer on the battlefield. Large corporations have invested heavily in their renewable energy manufacturing capabilities since 2009, despite a weak global economy. Elected officials from both parties have warmed to the idea of renewable energy incentives as those technologies have been deployed in their states. For instance, from 2008 to 2012, installed wind capacity in Iowa jumped by more than
forty percent, to 5137 MW. Over that same four-year period, installed wind capacity grew by forty percent in Colorado, fifty percent in Kansas, and sixty-six percent in Oregon. In late 2012, Iowa Republicans Governor Branstad and Senator Grassley, along with Governor Brownback of Kansas, joined Democratic Governors Hickenlooper of Colorado and Kitzhaber of Oregon in public support of the federal wind tax credit. Similarly, in 2011, Republican Governor Chris Christie celebrated the installation of New Jersey’s 10,000th solar array, boasting that “[t]his ground-breaking achievement is the latest example of New Jersey’s leadership as one of the largest and fastest growing solar energy markets in the United States.”

At the same time, there are many detractors of federal clean energy subsidies. Critics express concerns about the government picking energy “winners and losers.” They point to Spain’s renewable energy industry crash as evidence that renewable energy sources will never be able to stand on their own, requiring permanent federal subsidies to survive. The Obama Administration faced heavy criticism after two beneficiaries of significant federal loan guarantees filed for bankruptcy. More generally, clean energy incentives face opposition due to pressure to cut the federal budget. Programs such as Section 1603 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Tax Act of 2009, which issues grants to eligible energy projects in lieu of tax credits (since many such projects do not have sufficient tax liability to use tax credits), suffered in the wake of the budget sequestration of 2013. Projects awarded funds between March 1, 2013 and September 30, 2013 suffered an 8.7% drop in their award amounts.

Despite vocal opposition during the 112th Congress, bipartisan support existed to continue certain clean energy investments. The Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee reported a number of bills to support clean energy with strong bipartisan support, including the Advanced Vehicle Technology Act of 2011, and the Hydropower Improvement
Act of 2011.134 Meanwhile, the Senate Energy Appropriations Subcommittee unanimously approved the FY2013 budget, which cut spending overall for the Department of Energy but boosted funding for clean energy.135 Finally, as mentioned above, in late 2012 a significant number of Republicans voted for a package that extended the wind tax credit for one year.

Clean energy incentives have been short-term and intermittent, making it difficult for private sector players to rely on them when making long-term investment decisions.136 Today, only four major energy tax preferences are permanent – three of these are directed to fossil fuel production, while one supports nuclear energy.137 When renewable energy companies are forced to agree to a phase-out of a tax credit as part of a bargain to extend the credit over the short-term,138 some question why the world’s largest energy companies still need assistance from the federal government. In fact, in recent years, Congress has held a number of votes on proposals to roll back some of these subsidies for the top oil producers in the world. Despite stiff resistance from conventional energy producers, a majority of senators voted in 2012 to roll back a four billion dollar package of oil subsidies.139 The measure would have directed some of the savings into clean energy incentives. Although the measure failed, it is likely that Congress will revisit this type of subsidy-shifting proposal.

Otherwise, clean energy incentives that promote private investment, rather than promise public funds, are more likely to succeed in the current budgetary climate. With the notable exception of the 2009 ARRA, direct investment in energy technologies has generally declined over the past thirty years, from ten billion dollars (in 2011 dollars) in 1980 to $3.4 billion in 2012 and 2013 (approximately half of the 2013 dollar amount went to clean energy technologies).140 Therefore, Congress and the executive branch will look to other ways to stimulate and support
clean energy deployment; for instance, by expediting permitting timelines, or expanding definitions of investment structures that enjoy lower tax rates.

C. Renewable or Clean Energy Standard

As described in Chapter 13, a federal renewable energy standard (RES) or clean energy standard (CES) would require a certain percentage of electricity sales to come from low- or no-carbon energy sources. In most proposals, electric distribution companies (known as local distribution companies or LDCs) must show credits for these eligible energy sources on a given date each year. The LDCs may acquire the credits through direct purchases of electricity, or by purchasing the credits on the market. If a company does not hold the necessary amount of credits, that company typically is directed to pay an “alternative compliance payment,” often to a fund that pays for renewable energy R&D and deployment. In many ways, a federal RES operates much as a utility-sector cap-and-trade program might, although inverted – an RES provides a floor for clean energy rather than a cap for pollution.

States have operated renewable energy standard programs for years – Iowa was the first state to establish such a program, in 1983. Since then, thirty-nine states and Washington, D.C. have implemented standards or goals (non-binding standards) for retail purchases by utilities in their states. These programs vary in terms of how they define eligible energy; how aggressive their standards are; whether their goals ramp up over time automatically or require new legislation to increase; which utilities must meet the requirement; the level of alternative compliance payments; and how those payments are used. As a result, policymakers drafting federal renewable energy standards have a suite of real-world options to evaluate and from which they might choose.
Following the states’ lead, several members of Congress have proposed a national RES. These proposals demonstrate the biggest sticking point to an RES (or, more likely, a CES) deal—defining what energy should be eligible for inclusion. For example, in late 2006, Senator Coleman (R-MN) proposed a CES that increased to twenty percent in 2025 and every year thereafter. Senator Coleman’s proposal gave full credit for renewable energy, and partial credit for new nuclear power plants and coal plants using carbon capture and sequestration (CCS).

The 2009 House-passed climate bill contained an RES that, in contrast, excluded fossil fuels and nuclear. The proposal was relatively modest—six percent in 2012 through 2013, increasing to twenty percent over the period from 2020 through 2039—and allowed utilities to implement energy efficiency programs to meet the RES.  

When Senator Graham (R-SC) joined Senators Lieberman (I-CT) and Kerry (D-MA) to craft a Senate climate bill in 2009, he pushed for inclusion of a CES. After their comprehensive effort failed, Senator Graham introduced a stand-alone CES bill. This bill proposed a CES that increased incrementally to fifty percent in 2050. The proposal gave credit for renewable energy, energy efficiency, coal plants with CCS systems capturing at least sixty-five percent of the plant’s emissions, coal-mined methane, and new nuclear plants. A utility could receive partial credit for retiring old coal plants, too. These examples suggest the potential for variability among such proposals—variability that could make it relatively easier or harder to come to agreement.

As a sign of what might happen with similar plans in the future, inclusion of coal and nuclear in the Coleman and Graham CES proposals drew considerable criticism for potentially undermining the otherwise strong pro-renewables market signal that the measure might send. Yet an RES that would drive massive coal-fired plant retirements is unlikely to pass Congress.
Coal-producing states as well as states heavily reliant on coal for their electricity worry that an RES could result in a transfer of wealth, in the form of RES credits, from coal-heavy regions (such as the Midwest) to regions with a fuel mix that is less dependent on coal.

In January 2011, President Obama called for a national CES of eighty percent by 2035.\textsuperscript{151} He intimated that the CES could include natural gas, coal with CCS, and nuclear; however, the Administration did not detail what energy would be eligible, even after Senate Energy and Natural Resources Chairman Bingaman (D-NM) and Ranking Member Murkowski (R-AK) requested this information.\textsuperscript{152}

In 2012, Chairman Bingaman tried to sidestep the issue of identifying “eligible” energy, by introducing a CES based on carbon intensity. Full credit would be given to zero-carbon renewable energy sources, while partial credit (up to eighty-two percent, based on carbon intensity) would be given to any natural gas or coal plant with fewer carbon emissions than that of a supercritical coal plant.\textsuperscript{153} The CES would ramp up to eighty-four percent by 2035.\textsuperscript{154} The EIA projected that by 2035, the Bingaman CES would cut electricity sector emissions twenty percent from 2005.\textsuperscript{155} Despite Senator Bingaman’s facial inclusion of some coal, the Energy Information Administration projected that his proposal “significantly reduc[es] the role of coal-fired generation.”\textsuperscript{156} Therefore, to overcome strong political opposition from coal states, future versions of this legislation may need to accommodate more coal, or be combined with a generous public investment in CCS. Again, this experience provides some guidance into the kinds of compromises that might be necessary for such legislation to succeed in the future.

With the exception of the 2009 ACES proposal and Senator Graham’s 2010 CES, missing from most RES and CES proposals is the eligibility of energy efficiency. And yet, energy efficiency is the most cost-effective way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.\textsuperscript{157} A few
states include energy efficiency in their RES or have complementary energy efficiency standards; those programs could provide a model for the national discussion.158

The Obama Administration has continued to express support for a CES, though it was not mentioned in the President’s June 2013 speech or his Climate Action Plan.159 Still, there appears to be some appetite for this type of measure. Economists conducted a poll in the spring of 2012 and determined that the average American citizen was willing to pay thirteen percent more for electricity to meet a national CES that required eighty percent clean energy by 2035.160 At the same time, legislative proposals have been introduced in several states seeking to roll back RES and CES and, as noted in Chapter 9, numerous lawsuits have been filed seeking to strike down these laws as unconstitutional, for discriminating against interstate commerce in electricity.161 While state battles could chill efforts to set a national CES, a more likely outcome might be the survival of most state laws and an ensuing push to preempt them. However, many states will resist preemption, particularly where the state laws confer economic benefits on in-state constituencies. Those states may call on their federal representatives to protect their standards, or at the very least use their concerns to push for a more stringent national CES.162 How this plays out remains to be seen, but in the near term, a CES may be the most likely legislative avenue for action on climate change, beyond some continued funding for clean energy technologies.

D. Modified Cap-and Trade

In the wake of the Senate’s failure to enact climate legislation in 2010, conventional wisdom inside the beltway was that “cap-and-trade” is dead.163 The term, as detailed by Lesley K. McAllister in Chapter 11, describes a program where the government sets a cap on the amount of pollution to be emitted across an industrial sector or across the economy each year,
and then relies on the market to determine where the cheapest reductions can be made by allowing sources to trade pollution “allowances.” The concept, first used by EPA on a smaller scale during the 1970s to “net” out emissions from units operating under a “bubble” concept, was first deployed by Congress on a large scale in the 1990 CAA amendments, which established a cap and trade program to limit acid rain pollution from power plants.\textsuperscript{164}

Policy leaders across the political spectrum express serious concerns about cap-and-trade programs. Some take issue with the uncertain costs to consumers and industry – while a carbon tax is set in advance, the value of each GHG credit in a trading program will fluctuate over time.\textsuperscript{165} Others oppose trading schemes on normative grounds, because by creating pollution credits, they confer economic value on pollution. And giving away valuable allowances for free, even initially—as was done by Congress to launch the acid rain program, and which would likely be politically necessary to build political support for a GHG control regime—raises hackles among those who believe that industry should internalize the full costs of their pollution. Still others question the effectiveness of particular trading programs as currently designed. These problems were discussed in Chapter 11. For example, emissions reductions may be modest if banking and offsets provisions offer too many cheap alternatives to actual source reductions, frustrating the program’s overall effectiveness.\textsuperscript{166} Finally, some oppose the creation of a new derivatives market for emissions, worrying about market abuses of the kind witnessed during the financial crisis of 2007-08.\textsuperscript{167} Indeed all of these objections were raised in the debate over the ill-fated Waxman-Markey bill in 2009-2010.

However, there are methods for addressing most of those concerns; for instance, by setting a floor and a ceiling for GHG credit prices.\textsuperscript{168} This design feature, known as a price collar, makes a cap-and-trade regime more like a tax, by moderating concerns about uncertainty
over price. Meanwhile, when the term “cap-and-trade” is not used, many in industry support the concept of averaging emissions over a large group of sources, to enable the regulated community to find those reductions that are the least expensive to make. In fact, many economists and policy analysts believe that of all the pollutants that might be traded, GHGs may make the most sense, since high concentrations of GHGs do not create local “hotspots.” For this reason, a cap-and-trade program may yet be adopted by Congress in another guise, despite the antipathy toward the term itself displayed by the 112th Congress. Just months after federal cap-and-trade legislation expired, California voters rejected a ballot initiative that would have ended the state’s fledgling carbon trading program and the state ran its first carbon auction in 2013. Moreover, there are plans underway to link California’s program to Quebec’s emission trading program.

In addition, the Northeast Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), launched in 2008 and described in detail by Eleanor Stein in Chapter 9, has been trading carbon credits and funding energy efficiency projects since early 2009. By 2013, RGGI consisted of nine member states, having lost one member state when New Jersey withdrew, and was nearly halfway through its second compliance period, having completed nineteen carbon auctions. Auctions in the first three-year compliance period raised $912 million for member states, which used these funds for various purposes, including energy efficiency and renewable energy projects, and to defray energy costs for low-income residents.

Moreover, even as most Republicans in the 111th Congress rejected the concept of a carbon cap-and-trade program, a number of prominent Senate Republicans joined Senator Carper’s proposed multi-pollutant trading program for power plants. This proposal had been launched seven years earlier in response to the second Bush Administration’s Clear Skies
legislation. In 2010, Senator Carper’s legislation proposed averaging or trading emissions of mercury, sulfur dioxide (SO₂), and nitrogen oxide (NOx); earlier versions had included carbon trading as well. The Clean Air Act Amendments of 2010 failed, however, for lack of support from the conservative wing of the Republican Party, and because certain Democratic Senators believed that two pending rules by EPA would drive deeper reductions in the three pollutants. However, one of the ensuing EPA rules has since been struck down by the D.C. Circuit, and the Supreme Court subsequently granted review. If Congress were to respond with another power sector emissions-trading proposal, some Republicans might wish to revisit mercury pollution. This could lead to a showdown around EPA’s Utility MACT standard, which as currently promulgated is scheduled to begin limiting mercury emissions from power plants by 2015. Meanwhile, some members might see an opportunity to advocate a modest power plants-only carbon-trading program as part of this framework.

The bipartisan “cap-and-dividend” proposal from the 111th Congress is another modified version of cap-and-trade that Congress might reconsider. Senators Cantwell (D-WA) and Collins (R-ME) crafted their proposal to address concerns about the trading part of cap-and-trade, and to help people absorb the costs of any energy price increases that might follow from the cap. In their legislation, all proceeds from the purchase of carbon credits towards a cap would flow back to U.S. taxpayers in the form of an annual dividend.

E. Renewable Fuel Standard Reform/Low Carbon Fuel Standard

The Renewable Fuel Standard may be best described as a CES for mobile sources. And, like a CES, a Renewable Fuel Standard is often caught between what is necessary to drive meaningful GHG reductions, and what can meet competing political pressures. As discussed by Brent Yacobucci in Chapter 16, the program has been attacked at different times by the oil
industry, agricultural interests, and environmental groups concerned about the GHG and other environmental impacts of corn-based ethanol. Moreover, as shown below, a number of high profile fraud cases in the biodiesel credit market have shaken confidence in the program. However, although Congress will continue to weigh in on EPA decisions under the RFS program, it is unlikely to step in to reform the program. Nor is it likely, as some have suggested, that Congress would replace the program with a Low Carbon Fuel Standard.

Section 211 of the Clean Air Act provides the framework for EPA’s regulation of motor vehicle fuels and fuel additives. As recounted in Chapter 16, the 2005 Energy Policy Act amended Section 211 to establish the Renewable Fuel Standard program, requiring that transportation fuels in the U.S. contain, on average, some amount of renewable fuel. While not named in the legislation, the largest source of eligible fuel in the U.S. is corn-based ethanol. The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA) created new categories of “renewable fuels,” setting annual volumetric targets for three non-ethanol fuel types: biomass-based diesel; advanced biofuels; and cellulosic biofuels. EISA required that biodiesel and advanced biofuels have at least fifty percent fewer life cycle GHG emissions, and cellulosic biofuels at least sixty percent fewer emissions, than the “baseline” fuel (i.e., gasoline or diesel). EISA further required that new renewable fuel facilities produce fuel with at least twenty percent lower life cycle GHG emissions than baseline fuel. However, in a nod to the agricultural lobby, existing renewable fuel – mostly ethanol produced from corn – did not need to meet a GHG standard. Corn ethanol represented eighty-eight percent of the volumetric targets in 2010 for all RFS fuels, undermining the environmental effectiveness of the program.

Further, as also explained in Chapter 16, each year, EPA receives transportation fuel use projections from the Energy Information Administration, and then sets annual targets, expressed
as a percentage of overall expected fuel use, for each of the four renewable fuels. While EPA must start from the volumetric targets set forth in statute, EPA can adjust the volume for cellulosic biofuels, or for biomass-based diesel downward to reflect the availability and cost of these fuels in the marketplace. If EPA makes downward adjustments of volumetric targets for biomass-based diesel, in the same calendar year EPA may likewise adjust the advanced fuel or overall renewable fuel targets by the same or lesser amount. Moreover, EPA can waive any of the renewable fuel requirements, or lower GHG reduction requirements, under certain circumstances. While enabling EPA to respond to economic realities, this flexibility saddles EPA with the political baggage of every decision made under the RFS program. For instance, in 2012, Congress lobbied EPA to waive the RFS to keep corn prices down for livestock producers, while ethanol producers fought the waiver. That same year, the American Petroleum Institute sued EPA successfully over the setting of an aggressive cellulosic ethanol standard. In November 2013, EPA was roundly criticized by biofuel supporters when it adjusted 2014 renewable fuels targets downward for the first time since EISA’s enactment.

EISA also directs EPA to make life cycle GHG emissions calculations for new kinds of non-petroleum based transportation fuels. These determinations are quite contentious as they determine whether a new fuel is eligible for the RFS program. For instance, Southeast Asian countries have pressured EPA to find that new palm oil has twenty percent lower life cycle GHG emissions than gasoline or diesel, so that palm oil can enter the RFS market. While the U.S. wants to work with that region, deforestation to make way for palm oil and other plantations poses serious challenges. Indonesia, the world’s top palm oil producer, has become the third largest GHG emitter, largely owing to deforestation. EPA’s life cycle GHG calculations also
determine whether a new eligible fuel must compete with corn ethanol, or fall into one of the more GHG stringent but less competitive niche markets of advanced or cellulosic biofuels.  

Further complicating the RFS program were a few highly publicized fraud cases in the biodiesel market. Each year, oil refiners must submit renewable fuel credits (Renewable Identification Numbers, or RIN) equal to the required percentage of their sales to EPA. One RIN should represent a gallon of a renewable fuel. However, beginning in 2011, EPA began identifying several large RIN sellers – amounting to 140 million credits in the market – which had never produced any renewable (in these instances, biodiesel) fuels. In response, the National Biodiesel Board created a task force to prevent fraud. Moreover, Congress has proposed that EPA certify the authenticity of RIN sellers to build confidence in the market. Not wanting to assume that responsibility directly, in January 2013, EPA proposed a voluntary quality assurance program. Third party auditors would certify the authenticity of RINs, and if a refiner relied on those auditors, that refiner would not be liable for penalties if the RIN turned out to be fraudulent. It remains to be seen what the congressional response to this proposal will be. Congress and EPA should be able to address the fraud issue. However, deeper concerns about the program may not be so easy to reform. Since its inception, the RFS program has been beset with competing interests. No doubt, industry and members of Congress will continue to lobby for or against waivers, or for particular GHG emissions determinations. However, it is unlikely that Congress would step in to further reform the RFS program, given that any substantial reform would anger the oil industry, the agricultural lobby, or both.

Some have suggested that Congress replace the production mandates of the RFS with a Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS). Under this approach, EPA would make life cycle GHG determinations for different types of fuel, set one fuel standard for the year, and let the market
determine which fuels should be used to meet that standard. A LCFS could offer for mobile
sources the same benefits as a cap-and-trade program for stationary sources, in that it would be
technology-neutral and provide refiners with compliance flexibility. However, a number of
obstacles make a federal LCFS unlikely. First, there are concerns that truly low-GHG biofuels
cannot scale up in time to meet an LCFS. Second, any program that would sharply reduce the
amount of corn ethanol eligible for blending into transportation fuels could not muster the votes
in Congress to pass. Third, Congress might find it difficult to identify a winning formula for
making a life cycle GHG analysis.

One factor that might drive discussion of a federal LCFS is the outcome of litigation over
California’s proposed LCFS. Out-of-state ethanol refiners, mostly located in the Midwest, sued
California on constitutional grounds, claiming that the state’s life cycle GHG analysis
discriminates against interstate commerce, because it inherently penalizes ethanol trucked in
from out of state and produced in refineries powered by coal. In September 2013 the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the lower court’s conclusion that the state’s ethanol provisions
were facially discriminatory and impermissibly regulated extra-territorial activity. The Ninth
Circuit remanded the case for further proceedings to determine if the LCFS discriminates against
interstate commerce in “purpose or effect,” or, if not, whether it survives the Supreme Court’s
balancing test set forth in Pike v. Bruce Church. If the California LCFS were ultimately to
survive legal challenge, the state might drive the renewable fuels market to the point where a
national LCFS becomes more palatable. Oil and ethanol refineries might request a national
LCFS in the near term, to preempt a tougher LCFS in California.

F. Climate Adaptation
Until recently, mitigation has dominated U.S. debates over climate policy. By comparison, the public discussion of adaptation has lagged behind. This is not by accident. Prevailing wisdom held that the world had plenty of time to slow GHG emissions before the effects of climate change would force changes in human settlement patterns and lifestyles. In addition, proponents of mitigation were concerned that discussion of adaptation, or what is increasingly being called climate preparedness and resilience, would concede defeat on efforts to reduce emissions. This began to change in the 111th Congress. ACES and the Senate climate bills designated some of the proceeds from carbon credit auctions to adaptation programs. Adaptation was raised in many other legislative vehicles as well; all told, the Center for Climate and Energy Solutions has calculated that seventy-four bills, amendments, and resolutions containing adaptation provisions were introduced that Congress. While climate adaptation still played a minor role relative to mitigation, the concept was at least mentioned in about one-third of the testimony offered in climate change hearings before the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee in 2009.

Since then, climate “resilience” has continued to move to the forefront of the U.S. climate change policy debate, as both of the reasons for past reticence dissolve. First, the world is witnessing tangible changes in the climate, sparking the realization that we may not have as much time as we had thought to respond to its effects. An October 2012 study by the reinsurance giant Munich Re noted that, “[n]owhere in the world is the rising number of annual natural catastrophes more evident than in North America,” most likely due to the value of property damage from each natural disaster that occurs on this continent. Nearly every U.S. state declared a major natural disaster between 2009 and 2012. Although no one natural disaster can ever be attributed entirely to climate change, the rise in these occurrences fits the
patterns predicted by climate models. Summarizing the conclusions of several peer-reviewed
studies, the EPA has stated that as average global surface temperatures increase, northern parts of
North America are predicted to get warmer and wetter, while southern parts, especially to the
west, are predicted to become drier; that heavy precipitation events will likely become more
frequent; and that the intensity of Atlantic hurricanes is likely to increase.220 Even if the world
stopped burning fossil fuels tomorrow, we are locked in to some climate change based on the
GHGs already in our atmosphere.221

As the need to address the effects of climate change grows, most proponents of
mitigation no longer see discussion of adaptation as distracting from the need to reduce GHG
emissions. Leading voices on climate change mitigation have come to embrace adaptation,222
and studies show that discussions of adaptation may in fact encourage thinking about mitigation,
because people become aware of the costs associated with doing nothing.223 Moreover,
businesses are recognizing the risks of climate change on operations and supply chains, and are
taking steps to adapt to those risks.224 These actions may spur congressional action.

In the meantime, states—particularly coastal states—facing increased risk of inundation
and storm surges as the sea level rises, have taken the lead to prepare for a changing climate. As
discussed by J.B. Ruhl in Chapter 20, many states are engaged in some phase of adaptation
planning. According to the Georgetown Climate Center, twenty-four states have adopted climate
adaptation plans, or have incorporated climate change impacts into long-range planning
documents.225 Eight states – Alaska, Arizona, Delaware, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New
York, Tennessee, and Vermont – have addressed climate change explicitly in their Wildlife
Action Plans.226 Some states have moved beyond planning to provide guidance and assistance to
local governments; for instance, California has published an “Adaptation Planning Guide” to
assist regional and local adaptation efforts, and Rhode Island has been using Light Detection and Ranging (remote sensing) data to map potential sea level rise and storm surge patterns, for local governments to use when updating zoning codes. However, as Chapter 20 recounts, states have hesitated to regulate directly to address climate adaptation – for example, by requiring changes to local building codes or preventing development on land that might be inundated in fifty years – because these measures could implicate constitutional (takings) concerns. Moreover, such regulation could face broad political opposition. For instance, in 2012, North Carolina enacted legislation delaying state efforts to “define rates of sea level change for regulatory purposes” (including coastal development rules) until July 2016.

As described in more detail in Chapter 20, the federal government under the Obama Administration also began with a non-regulatory approach to climate adaptation, educating and providing support to the states while incorporating adaptation considerations into agency decision-making. In the spring of 2009, the Administration organized an Inter-Agency Climate Change Adaptation Task Force. Executive Order 13514, signed by President Obama in October 2009, directed this Task Force to develop recommendations for a federal adaptation strategy within one year. The Executive Order further directed each agency to submit a climate adaptation plan.

In Congress, Senators Baucus (D-MT) and Whitehouse (D-RI) introduced adaptation legislation in the 112th Congress that directed the executive branch to incorporate climate adaptation in its wildlife and public lands programs, and encouraged states to do the same. While the Obama Administration was already doing this, the legislation was intended to provide a backstop, making it more difficult for future administrations to abandon these efforts. In 2013, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) began publishing a series of climate adaptation reports.
reports, focused on different sectors of the economy, to raise awareness on this issue and drive discussion in Washington, D.C.\textsuperscript{233} Climate adaptation also featured prominently in the Obama Administration’s 2013 Climate Action Plan, which called for expanded effort and investment at the federal, state, and local level.\textsuperscript{234}

Going forward, Congress might consider incorporating climate adaptation into existing infrastructure programs. While some proposed projects have been criticized for their expense, the costs of recent disasters put those costs in perspective.\textsuperscript{235} The 2014 federal transportation bill (the last bill funded the Federal Highway Trust Fund through September 2014)\textsuperscript{236} could require that federally funded bridges and roads be designed in anticipation of modeled sea level rise, or that federal dollars be conditioned on changes in state and local building codes to accommodate climate change. Likewise, Congress could try to use the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) – the legislation that authorizes projects for the Army Corps of Engineers – to implement climate adaptation policy. WRDA is intended to be authorized every two years; the last authorization was in 2007. In May 2013, the Senate passed a WRDA bill that did not mention climate adaptation.\textsuperscript{237} Alternatively, or in addition, NEPA could be used more aggressively, requiring each agency to specifically study how projects will be affected by anticipated climate change throughout their useful lives.

Opponents to federal climate adaptation measures may see this as another example of government overreach. To them, investments in preparedness or resilience will look like the federal government is finding another way to spend money on infrastructure, or is dictating land use development to state and local governments, interfering in their traditional domain. Therefore, a less controversial area of federal adaptation policy might focus on removing federal
subsidies to development in certain areas, rather than funding new projects, prohibiting activities, or conditioning general federal funding to changes in state law.

For instance, Congress might revisit public crop insurance and flood insurance programs. Unlike their private counterparts, which are incorporating climate modeling into their pay-out predictions, the public insurance programs merely extrapolate from historic events. The public programs may be vastly underestimating the potential costs of their programs in future years, thereby threatening their solvency.\textsuperscript{238} In 2012, Congress discussed this during the re-authorization of the federal flood insurance program, and made some modest changes in response,\textsuperscript{239} but more remains to be done. Finally, Congress could update and expand the Coastal Barrier Resources Act, which discourages building in coastal zones by prohibiting the use of federal dollars in demarcated areas.\textsuperscript{240}

IV. Looking Forward: Integrating Energy and Climate Change Policy

We conclude this chapter, and this book, by describing key trends in climate change policy. First, there is increasing recognition that U.S. energy and climate policy go hand-in-hand. Indeed, Secretary of State John Kerry said in 2013 that “.energy policy is the solution to climate change.”\textsuperscript{241} Of course the two are intertwined: the rapid increase of atmospheric concentrations of GHGs in the post-industrial era is primarily the result of fossil fuel combustion for human energy consumption. Historically, however, U.S. energy and climate policy have not been well integrated. Every U.S. president starting with Richard Nixon has made American energy “independence” a goal, and yet none has proposed a comprehensive energy policy that might achieve this aim, let alone an energy policy that would also address the environmental harms associated with fossil fuel extraction and consumption. And it is not just presidents who
have come up long on rhetoric and short on policy. Congress has at best muddled through, with occasional bursts of activity to promote energy efficiency (during times of constrained oil supply, as in the wake of the 1973 Arab oil embargo), and with intermittent subsidies for renewable energy like wind and solar, while maintaining long-term support, primarily through the tax code, for fossil fuels.

Moreover, energy independence is arguably not a coherent policy goal. As an initial matter, it is important to distinguish between the electric power and transportation sectors. As of mid-2013, the U.S. is virtually independent in producing the nation’s electricity supply, importing a relatively small share of natural gas and hydro-power primarily from Canada and Mexico. However, U.S. dependence on oil for transportation is another story. The U.S. has been the world’s largest net oil importer since the 1970s, with imports peaking at over sixty percent of U.S. oil consumption in 2005.

In part, energy “independence” for the transportation sector is elusive because oil is a commodity that trades in a global market. U.S. production is a small share of the world total and thus cannot by itself significantly influence the world price. Thus, even reducing U.S. imports substantially (through demand-side reductions as a result of economic recession; through policies like higher fuel efficiency standards or other initiatives to reduce vehicle miles traveled; or by increasing the U.S. share of oil production, which has occurred in recent years due to the shale oil boom) would not immunize U.S. consumers from fluctuating oil prices. For this reason, although the appeal of “energy independence” rhetoric has proven irresistible for politicians, many experts believe that a better term would be “energy resilience” or “energy security” since reducing imports might help to improve the U.S.’s ability to withstand oil price volatility, but not inoculate it from this vulnerability entirely.
From 2001-2008, the George W. Bush Administration pursued an energy policy focused on expanding and diversifying fossil fuel production, both at home and abroad, coupled with a climate policy that eschewed mandatory GHG limits. The Obama Administration has embraced a somewhat broader “All of the Above” energy policy, supporting the growth of renewable energy and approving the first new nuclear reactors since the 1970s, while promoting onshore and offshore drilling for oil and gas.

Rapid advances in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have resulted in dramatic increases in domestic production of unconventional oil and gas resources, primarily from shale. The Obama Administration has championed natural gas as a “bridge fuel” to a lower carbon economy, spurring its displacement of coal for electricity generation, and embracing hydraulic fracturing, necessary to access natural gas in shale formations, as part of that strategy. The Administration has approached hydraulic fracturing gingerly, largely deferring to the states, never requesting that Congress lift the exemptions fracking enjoys from numerous federal environmental requirements, and imposing only modest constraints on fracking operations on federally owned lands.

At the same time, U.S. oil imports have reached their lowest level in twenty years. According to the EIA, largely as a result of the shale boom, U.S. oil imports were down from a high of just over sixty percent in 2005 to forty percent in 2012. The International Energy Administration’s 2012 World Outlook projects that, by 2020, the U.S. will become the largest global oil producer (overtaking Saudi Arabia) and that, partly as a result of stronger fuel efficiency standards lowering demand, North America will become a net oil exporter around 2030. Of course, tight oil cannot claim the climate or clean air benefits of shale gas, complicating the picture for development of this fossil fuel.
Over the same period, there has been a dramatic turnaround in the U.S. outlook on natural gas. While in 2005, the U.S. expected to import increasing amounts of natural gas, in 2013, domestic production has soared, prices have plummeted, and U.S. energy companies are seeking federal approval to convert liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals originally designed for import into export terminals.

Finally, while coal at least temporarily lost its position as the top source of electricity generation in the U.S. in April 2012 (facing historic low prices for natural gas, and pending new air pollution rules from EPA), U.S. coal exports hit all-time highs in 2013, driven by increasing demand in Asia. As the United States shifts electricity generation from coal to natural gas, coal producers are pushing for even greater access to export markets. Illustrating the likely political brawls to come, the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) has undertaken Environmental Assessments of individual coal export terminals in the Pacific Northwest; advocacy groups have requested that the Corps delay approval of all terminals until it completes a regional “programmatic” review of the cumulative impact of the multiple proposals; and Governors from the Pacific Northwest have asked that any review consider not only the direct air pollution effects of transporting so much coal through the region, but also the climate impacts of sending coal to Asian markets.

Thus, a key question for U.S. energy policy going forward is the extent to which the federal government should continue to promote domestic fossil fuel production through policies friendly to onshore and offshore drilling, fracking, and mountain top mining, and whether the government should encourage the export of fossil fuels by authorizing LNG export terminals, spurring more coal leasing on federal lands, supporting coal exports and lifting restrictions on the export of crude oil. Under current federal law, with few limited exceptions, U.S. crude oil...
exports are generally not permissible without an export license, or unless authorized by a presidential finding. The debate has already begun over whether, in the face of so much domestic production, such restrictions should now be lifted.

How future presidents and Congresses answer these questions will have significant implications not just for energy policy, but for global climate policy as well. This is because, while in the short to medium term, the world is expected to remain overwhelmingly dependent on fossil fuels (the EIA expects fossil fuels to provide over three-quarters of the world’s energy in 2035), avoiding the worst risks of climate change will ultimately require a dramatic reduction in just these sources of energy, and a transition to cleaner ones.

The conflict over the Keystone XL pipeline—still unresolved as this volume goes to press—illustrates the challenge. The proposed pipeline would carry heavy bitumen from the Canadian oil sands in Alberta, through Montana, South Dakota and Nebraska, to an existing pipeline that would ultimately deliver it to the U.S. Gulf for refining. Under an Executive Order, such international pipelines must be approved by the State Department with input from other agencies, including EPA. Opponents of the pipeline argue that it is inconsistent with the president’s stance on climate change to approve a pipeline that will carry such “dirty” oil, which because of its viscosity has been shown to be more GHG intensive to produce than standard crude. Proponents argue that the pipeline is in the U.S.’s strategic interest—that Canada is our largest trading partner, that the oil will be shipped directly to Asia if it does not come to the U.S., and that the pipeline itself will not produce significant GHG emissions. In any event, proponents argue, nothing the U.S. does will prevent the Canadian government from developing this valuable resource—in other words, the gigatons of carbon embedded in the oil sands will be emitted whether we like it or not.
The Keystone XL dispute is symbolic of the larger and deeper conflicts to come. If we take seriously that the world cannot burn all of the currently proven reserves of fossil fuels without spiking the planet’s temperature into a very dangerous range, then governments face very hard choices. Either they must leave some of these immensely valuable and politically strategic resources in the ground, or develop and deploy technologies that can capture and sequester carbon emissions from their combustion. Yet currently, there is no sign that national oil companies (which own over two-thirds of the world’s proven reserves) are prepared to abandon their holdings, nor have governments shown any appetite to limit exploration and production by the major private oil companies (which control a much smaller share). And carbon capture technology, while technically demonstrated, has not yet been shown to be scalable, something that will be difficult without a meaningful carbon price. We have barely begun to address the geologic, economic and legal challenges of long-term sequestration. The Keystone XL conflict, like the disputes over siting LNG terminals, ramping up coal exports and loosening restrictions on oil exports, are all, ultimately, about the same thing: how to integrate a U.S. energy policy that has traditionally been focused on expanding fossil fuel production with a climate policy that must be aimed its contraction.

We may be running out of time to find the right balance between these two tensions. The fundamental question remains whether we can overhaul our energy system rapidly enough to avoid severe climate disruption. However, some scientists claim that it may be possible to extend the timeline for action through intentional manipulation of the climate to counteract some of the effects of climate change, using techniques collectively known as geoengineering. Research on geoengineering is in its infancy, as Albert Lin makes clear in Chapter 21. Indeed, the viability of solar radiation management or carbon dioxide removal techniques remains highly
speculative, with costs still unknown, and side effects unpredictable. The ethical and legal implications of geoengineering, moreover, have yet to be fully explored. And the potential for international conflict, were one or a small group of countries to unilaterally attempt to control the earth’s thermostat, seems high. Moreover, as its proponents are quick to note, geoengineering techniques would be at best a delay tactic—a means of temporarily slowing the felt effects of warming to buy time for the world’s governments to finally muster the will to address its underlying cause, by reducing GHG emissions. As described in Chapter 21, efforts that go beyond addressing the symptoms of climate change, to directly remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, are premature and face large technical obstacles. Of course, in the event of a technological breakthrough, some geoengineering proponents might shift gears and offer these approaches as a substitute for mitigation. At this point, geoengineering is a long bet, under conditions of extreme uncertainty.

Notwithstanding all of these caveats, given the world’s current emissions trajectory, the appeal of geoengineering is undeniable. It may emerge as an important component of climate policy going forward. As the effects of climate change are increasingly felt, pressure will mount on politicians to do something, or to be seen doing something, to stave off its impacts. Already, there are calls to pursue geoengineering research aggressively now, so that we will be in a position to use it if necessary, as a “last resort.” To do this responsibly, however, will require the U.S. to participate in the development of an international governance regime as well as a domestic framework that would apply to U.S.-based scientists and private actors. None of this architecture exists as of 2013.

If current projections about temperature increase and sea level rise hold true, a third emerging theme may be the need for other new international agreements to address climate
change impacts. For instance, the global community will need to identify international migration rights of climate-displaced people. Currently, neither international climate change law nor human rights law adequately provides for the millions of people who may wind up displaced due to climate change. Some scholars have argued that a new international convention is therefore necessary; others have disagreed.

Meanwhile, while some island nations may disappear as a result of climate change, other frontiers may open up, for better or worse. Researchers have predicted that the Arctic Ocean could be ice-free and open for shipping during some months of the year by mid-century. The region is rich in fossil fuels and mineral resources; for instance, the United States Geological Survey has estimated that about 30% of the world’s undiscovered gas and 13% of its undiscovered oil may be found in the Arctic. As temperatures warm and ice recedes, countries may be able to access these resources. The race to exploit the Arctic’s resources could cause tensions among the countries that stake a claim in the Arctic – Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the U.S. In April 2013, five of these countries came together to discuss a possible agreement to regulate commercial fishing in the region; in May 2013, the eight members of the Arctic Council agreed to broker a climate change agreement for the region. These talks could provide a basis for discussions about future allocation of the resources in the Arctic, and protections against environmental risks such as spills, and they may also forecast areas of potential conflict.

Responding to global climate change demands not only technological innovation but legal innovation as well. The need for durable yet flexible legal institutions capable of addressing the implications of climate change over the long term is acute. The U.S. government will face hard choices in the decades to come. Lawyers will be involved every step of the way,
helping to adapt existing regulatory regimes to new challenges, design entirely new frameworks
and institutions, and advise governments and private actors of their rights, responsibilities, and
liabilities. As this volume has shown, there is already a tremendous amount of U.S. “law”
related to climate change. Yet it represents just a snapshot of this dynamic, fast-moving field.
Given the intensity and variety of economic activity, technology innovation and policy
experimentation related to climate change, we expect law in this domain only to expand, and to
grow more interesting, over time.
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